
How to tell if you’re in love in three easy steps
-
Clay has a new policeman neighbour, but before that, he would like to make it clear; “Love”
is an idiotic concept made for idiotic people.

It’s a theory Clay has seen tried, retried, re-retried and utterly proven. Therefore, because
Clay is intelligent, he has never and will never fall in “love”. This is something he reminds
himself of three times a day; it comes with the profession as a seasoned, dedicated company
CEO - Clay has an obligation to be severe and astute. Feelings are bad business practice,
after all, and Clay strives to keep his count of yearly moments of having emotion to under
ten this year.

It’s a serious business, which means a serious attitude, which means all things serious
therefore interest Clay, and all things Clay gains an interest for are serious.

That’s what he keeps telling himself as he hopelessly tries to understand how “Instagram”
works in order to stalk his neighbour.

It’s what he keeps telling himself as he spends two hours staring at the empty balcony next
to his.

It is what he keeps telling himself as he finds himself doodling on incredibly important
company bills - it’s an unrecognizable stickman, but somehow, Clay knows it’s his neighbour
he’s depicted.

But it’s not unwarranted attention, no. Policework is a very serious profession to have and a
new neighbour is a serious event, so keeping track of him is typical of Clay. Which means
he’s completely justified in what he’s doing, and it’s got nothing to do with any kind of
‘attraction’. That would mean Clay is an idiot, and he’s not. He’s competent and doesn’t
make mistakes. The last time was when he sank so low as to receive a ninety nine percent
score on an exam over ten years ago.

Needless to say, it hasn’t happened again.

It’s just a new neighbour Clay’s done countless background checks on and can’t stop
thinking about. So what?

*



It started with the first mistake.

Clay almost trips down the stairs to see that the new neighbour is making coffee in the
apartment lobby communal coffee machine - a cardinal sin in and of itself. Anyone who has
ever tried using it has surrendered to the fact of impossibility. It’s evil.

But the neighbour doesn’t know that, of course. He’s only lived here for a week, which
means Clay has to teach him the hard way. Besides, it’d be good form to actually welcome
the neighbour since he’s been too busy the past few days, and all with an act of
benevolence. Clay is truly merciful.

Clay promptly strides up to the neighbour and takes his cup of undrunk, newly brewed
coffee and sips. The neighbour turns to him, bewildered as Clay searches for the abhorrent
taste that haunts his nightmares, when he finds that-

It’s good.

A minute passes in silence, “uh,” his neighbour speaks up, “how is it?”

“It’s disgusting.”

The neighbour’s expression twists before he gives a weak chuckle, sounding freshly bereft
of his entire family and children, “um. Maybe you shouldn’t have taken my cup then. Can I
have it back?”

But, as he gives the coffee back, something truly strange happens. The neighbour’s blue
eyes are cast toward the cup handle, framed by his messy hair and suddenly it’s all Clay can
see.

Pretty swirls of blue, hitching up into greens and flecky golds. Is that even a registered
eyecolor?

Something tightens in his chest, almost imperceptible at first but growing tenser and tenser
- a pressure waiting to snap.

“It wasn’t bad,” Clay suddenly amends. “it was good.”

The neighbour gives him a confused smile and laughs again, but now considerably less
bereaved, “cool.”



“My name is Clay Wilton,” Clay says, unprompted, “welcome to the complex.”

“Thanks. I’m Eden.”

And Eden just stands there, shorter than Clay but somehow still imposing. Eden stands
there with his blue-green-gold eyes and unkempt hair and he can’t help but think how
nicely the honeyed color of it compliments the dark lobby walls. Eden stands there and Clay
thinks he just might explode into tiny stars, drawn into orbit around Eden’s all-consuming
galaxical gravity.

...What?

“Well, uh. I’ll go to work,” Eden exits the scene, and Clay isn’t able to form a single thought
until he gets to work. It all spirals after that.

*

The second mistake, one week later:

Clay’s assistant Hima gasps as he checks his phone during work. He ignores her.

There is a new notification for Instagram. Clay almost scowls, because he can not for the life
of him figure out how it works. Clay also almost rejoices, because he knows enough to be
able to look at account-specific posts, and he only follows one.

When he looks at the new post, Clay feels like crashing out of his office window. Almost.

It’s Eden with one of his friends - a short brunette with buns, and they’re sharing this “boba
tea”. It’s captioned ‘besties’. And really - Eden looks happy, and that’s good, it’s great. Happy
drinking and instagramming with this “bestie”, who is herself, and not someone else, like,
for example, Clay. As a completely random example, that has nothing to do with any biased
opinion at all.

“Sir? Are you alright?”

Clay, who is fine, and not in the middle of nearly having emotion, responds, “I think I’m
dying.”



It was the wrong thing to say, which seems to become a trend for Clay because after he’s sat
down to explain that his neighbour is making him almost feel things to Hima he’s met with a
disappointed look.

“If my succulents were here they'd dry up and die after hearing you,” she sighs. Great, now
Clay is giving hypothetical depression to flowers. Or succulents. Is there a difference? When
she sees his confused look, Hima adds, helpfully, “they would dry because you’re being
pathetic.”

Thanks, Hima. Clay still doesn’t know the difference between flowers and succulents.

“You’re my assistant,” he grumbles, “I can fire you.”

Hima ignores him and crosses her legs, looking like she’s about to give him very serious
advice. It should be a relief, because Clay is also serious, but all his hopes melt into a puddle
when she tells him, “You’re in love.”

And- no.

“You find your policeman neighbour hot and you want to move in with him and be
together.”

“I’m firing you.”

Hima scowls at him, “you know I’m right. Don’t you feel like you just wanna explode into
tiny stars and draw into orbit around his galaxical gravity, when he’s around?”

“How did you know,” Clay says, then backtracks, “I mean, no. No, I don’t.”

“Clay Wilton.”

“I’m not in love,” he almost pouts, “I am incapable of being in love. It’s just a healthy
interest, because he’s serious, like me.”

“Yes, a healthy interest which makes you feel like you’re dying when you see him interacting
with a person that isn’t you?”

Something in Clay breaks at that, and he promptly stands up and uninstalls himself from
the situation.



He doesn’t fire Hima, in the end.

*

The third mistake:

How to tell if you’re in love in three easy steps
-

1. Do you find the person attractive?
2. Do you find yourself getting jealous?
3. Do you want to spend time with them?

Clay nearly glares down at the first question. This Wikihow article is stupid. No, Clay does
not find Eden attractive, no matter how nicely he fills out his clothes or how enchanting his
weird eyes are or how blinding his smile is.

No, Clay is not jealous, because wishing to replace Eden’s friends in their pictures is
because of interest. Interest, not “love”.

No, Clay does not want to spend time with Eden, the reminiscing he does by the lobby
coffee machine is not because he wants to hang out more. Just good memories. Maybe.

Hima’s statement is completely unfounded. This is a fact that satisfies Clay.

He remains satisfied all the way to his home, where he discovers he’s forgotten his keys,
remembers they’re inside of his apartment, and also that he has a self-locking door.

“Uh, you need help?”

It’s Eden. Of course it is.

“If you’re locked out, I have some lockpicking tricks,” Eden comes closer, sliding a hairpin
out of his hair, “part of the job, you know.”

No, Clay doesn't know, and he is about to have emotions again because of Eden. What is it
that Instagram says again? Hashtag kill all men? Eden is a man. It’s a good idea. Yeah.
Totally. After a beat, he realizes;

Oh. Right.



That would be a problem. Since they’re, you know. Both men. And that’s also why it won’t
work out, can’t work out, because Eden probably isn’t even interested, what with how he-
he talks to women and just knows they exist and takes pictures with them sipping boba tea.
And besides, Clay is the CEO of a large corporation. Think of the scandals.

But, a small, traitorous part of him says that it would still be worth it, because imagine the
kisses. The cuddles.

Maybe it truly would be better to kill all men. Then Clay wouldn’t have to almost have
feelings.

The lock clicks.

“There you go!”

“Thanks,” Clay says stiffly, trying to escape the situation as fast as possible but is stopped by
Eden touching him, telling him to wait.

“I’ve been thinking, do you want to hang out sometime? It’s just- I think you’re cool, and you
seem kind of lonely - but if you don’t want to I understand-”

“Hang”, “Out”, “Sometime”? In the process of registering these words while Eden is still
touching him. Clay’s brain breaks and his vocabulary is reduced to a single sentence. Clay,
who as a CEO has been the spokesman during countless meetings interrupts Eden’s flow
with:

“I hypothetically give succulents depression.”

Eden halts, “...is that a yes?”

What was Clay supposed to do? Say no? When he finally recalibrates into his body, he
manages to nod.

“Oh!” Eden smiles then and whatever common sense Clay has left is immediately
obliterated, “let’s make it a coffee date, then!”

A date. The prospect makes him spiral into a whirlwind of thoughts. He’s so hot and I want
to move in with him and live together.

...Okay.



Fine. So maybe Clay’s almost in “love”. Whatever. There’s a first time for everything. He’s got
a coffee date now. It doesn’t matter.

Emotion count: 1.


